1. When applying for a tourist visa

Hotel reservation or voucher (indicating names of applicants, telephone address and hotel
name) is necessary. Original documents or confirmations sent by fax / e-mail are accepted.
When buying a tour from a travel agency, you must provide a voucher for each applicant.
If the documents are submitted for a group of people, the reservation is provided for
each separately (a copy of the group reservation with the name of applicant highlighted
with a marker pen).
You can also provide a copy of the contract with the travel agency, confirmation of stay,
flight and insurance and payment receipt (travel voucher, payment order).

2. When applying for a visa by invitation

A Greek / EU citizen inviting a first-degree relative (children, parents, grandchildren,
spouses).
It is necessary to provide an identity card of a citizen of Greece (taftotita, or EU passport) or
apofasi + oath, documents confirming the relationship (birth certificate, birth certificate of one of
the parents, marriage certificate). Not required: financial documents, insurance, air tickets).
An invitation from a Greek / EU citizen, listing the full details of the inviter and the invitee(s)
(surname, name, residence address, telephone number). It is necessary to indicate the
relationship (if any), as well as purpose and duration of the trip. The signature on the invitation
must be certified by a public service. The invitation is recognized as valid within 3 months from
the date of issue.
It is also necessary to provide copies of the inviter's ID and tax return for the last year.
ORIGINAL documents or high-quality copies are accepted.

3. When submitting documents by invitation from a legal entity such as a Greek company
(for a business trip), on the official letterhead of the organization (with the address and phone
numbers), certified by the signature of the responsible person and containing information about
the purpose and timing of the trip and address of stay in Greece is necessary. Original
invitations are accepted.

